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Dear :
Just when you thought it was safe to go back into your mailbox, it's more paperwork from Abator! This time, however,
we're asking you to evaluate paperwork from Abator! This time, however, we're asking you to evaluate our
performance (as one of your brokers/vendors). Your feedback is extremely valuable and it will be used to help us
improve our services and feedback to you.
Abator was real pleased to be called the "almost perfect broker" in Al Canton's ComputerMoney, but almost isn't good
enough -- and we can't improve without your help. Could you take a few moments to complete and return the attached
form?
Thanks for your time and assistance.
Please complete the following questionnaire, which will assist Abator in our quest to improve services to the
consultants we represent. Please rate each item in comparison with your experience with other vendors/brokers using
the following scale: 5 - Exceptional 4 – Good 3 - Average 2 - Marginal 1 – Poor
___ Attitude of project staffing towards consultants.
___ Responsiveness of project staffing to your questions.
___ Quality of project information provided to you.
___ Completeness/adequacy of information provided.
If you interviewed with the client ...
___ Abator's description vs client's description of the project.
___ Abator's payment practices & procedures.
___ Abator's reference practices & procedures.
___ Performance evaluations by Abator clients.
___ Abator's skills form.
___ Abator's contract language.
___ Abator's non-compete clause.
___ Abator's termination clause.
___ Abator's liability clause(s).
___ Communications with corporate office.
___ Communications with regional office (if appropriate).
___ Honesty/integrity of corporate staff.
___ Timeliness of payments.
___ Consistency of accurate payments.
___ Ease of routine forms (timesheets/status reports).
___ Overall rating.
Would you accept another assignment through Abator? (If not, why?)
Would you recommend Abator to a colleague? (If not, why?)
Statistically speaking ...
How many vendors do you generally work with?
How many years have you been independent (1099 or incorporated)?
What other services could Abator provide to you?
What other information could Abator provide which would be helpful?
Suggestions or additional comments:
Completed by:
Date:

